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identified in the Morte Darthur with the "cowardy e, murdre, hate"
that he also noted there.
W. R. J. Barron
Exeter University

Flint, Valerie I. J. The Imaginative Landscape of Christopher Columbus.
Princeton: Princeton University Pres , 1992. xx + 233 pp. Illustrations.
27.50.
The Columbus-Qiincentenary has produced a number of studies
both on the great explorer and on the general historical aspects of hi
di covery. ome have glorified Columbu ' achievement ; others have
pointed out his gross misunderstandings and failures. From a philological point of view, however, it does not matter what he accomplished in concrete terms, but what consequences his journey had for
the development of the modern world. We also know that Columbus
approached the American continent with largely false concepts, since
he was deeply steeped in medieval ideology about the Exotic, its
countrie , people, fauna, and flora. One of the best monographs
dedicated to this aspect recently publi hed is Mary B. Campbell's
The Witness and the Other World (1988; not consulted here). Valerie
Flint' approach in The Imaginative Landscape of Christopher Columbus
does not deviate remarkably from this traditional avenue of research,
but she adds much olor to the canvas of Columbus's mind, retelling
and analyzing a large number of contemporary chronicles, travel
accounts, geographical records, and other types of text concerned
with the Exotic.
lint does not unfold a broad array of novel research but builds a
puzzle picture from a diver e range of sources. The e include not only
Columbus's own writings but also the work by Roger Bacon, Pierre
d'Ailly, Marco Polo, and John Mandeville. Other types of texts are
accounts written by people uch as Pliny, Ovid, Plutarch, St. Augu tine,
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then some aint ' lives, and St. Brendan's Journey vcr ion from the
early to the late Middle Ages.
Flint's intentions are to follow the boundaries of Columbus's
frame of mind and to trace the influences that shaped his perception
of the ew World. ix group of sources form the basic skeleton
of her inve tigation: (1) medieval map , known as mappemondes;
(2) Columbus' per onal library; (3) sea stories from antiqujty uch as
the Iliad and Odyssey, Ovid's H eroides and Metamorphoses, and the
Legend of St. Ur ula. The chapter on marvels of the Ea t deal with
texts such as (4) Marco Polo' and John andeville' travel account ,
which both deeply influenced Columbus the reader. In the fifth chapter Flint highlights (5) the traveler's impre ion that he had come
upon paradise and point out the various sources that provided him
with the relevant material for his false perception (Pierre d' illy's
Imago Mundi, andcville's account, and the Bible). In the final chapter Flint explores Columbus's Christian attitude and the religiou
in piration that gave him the nccc sary momentum to continue with
his discoverie . Here he relies heavily on (6) Columbus's own writing
and succeeds in di covering some of the most important element of
his mental structure.
If Flint carries out any independent analysis with resulting original findings, then the last chapter proves her ability as interpreter. All
other chapters offer barely more than a ummary of the now available
research literature on Columbu and do not hed new light on his
personality or writing. Flint is a good writer and manage skillfully to
weave together a complex patchwork of information, but she mu t
have been aware that her work was outdated from the beginning and
could strive to become only a plea ant and in tructivc monograph
on Columbus. Her bibliography doc not contain any of the relevant tudie published between 1988 and 1991 (her work wa completed
in 1991), but even works printed between 1980 and 1981 are represented
here only selectively. This book might serve well a an introduction
to this topic but di appoints overall in terms of its analytic approach
and lack of originality. The three color illu trations of maps and a
number of black and white reproductions of hart and other maps
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compensate somewhat for these hortcomings, but their format i too
mall to allow for a close examination of the geographical details.
Albrecht Clas en
University of Arizona

Hardison, 0. B., Jr., and Leon Golden. Horace far Students of Literature: The o/Jrs Poetica" and Its Tradition. Gainesville: University of
Florida Pre , 1995. xviii

+
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Horace's "Ars Poetica" exerted a tremendous influence not only
throughout antiquity but also in the Middle Ages and far into the
modern times. In fact, the Horatian tradition has never really come to
an end, although modern writers might no longer refer to him specifically and would rather practice his teachings than discu s them explicitly. Proverbial saying uch as "delectare et prodesse" have had their
impact on all ages since antiquity. Recognizing the need both to
provide the modern reader with an Engli h tran lation and to trace
the continuou afterlife of Horace's treatise, again in English translation, 0 . B. Hardison, Jr., and Leon Golden here offer an anthology of
the relevant texts. After a general introduction follows the "Ars
Poetica" itself, then the "Poetria ova" by Geoffrey of Vin auf as the
most important medieval repre entative of Horatian thinking. In
chapter 3 we di cover the theoretical di cu ion by icolas BoileauDespreaux, in chapter 4 the "Essay on Criticism" by Alexander Pope,
in chapter 5 Lord Byron's "The British Bard : A Satire," and finally in
chapter 6 Wallace teven ' " otes toward a Supreme Fiction."
We can certainly agree with this selection as being repre entative
in ofar a it reflects the major steps in the reception proce of
Horace's treatise far into the twentieth century. In terms of translation, the individual texts would not really have required an additional
treatment becau e they all have appeared before in separate printing
or within other anthologie . Geoffrey of Vinsauf's "Poetria ova," for

